Speaking Engagements

- Edward Moss to Speak at PLI's Pocket MBA 2023: Finance for Lawyers and Other Professionals. 11.17.2023
- Sam Enzer to Speak on AI, Blockchain and the Future of Money Movement at the CT Crypto Forum. 11.10.2023
- Cahill Partner Sam Enzer Widely Featured in Media on Sam Bankman-Fried Trial. 11.07.2023
- Sam Enzer Speaks on Unchained Podcast, “Why SBF’s Testimony So Far Has Likely Already Doomed Him.” 10.30.2023
- Brock Bosson, David Owen and Alexa Moses to Present “Ethical Obligations Related to Cybersecurity.” 10.26.2023
- Sam Enzer Discusses Sam Bankman-Fried Trial on Yahoo Finance Live. 10.26.2023
- Sam Enzer To Speak at The Wall Street Blockchain Alliance’s Crypto Investors Summit. 10.23.2023
- Sam Enzer Speaks on Unchained Podcast, “Another Bad Week for Sam Bankman-Fried in His Criminal Trial.” 10.23.2023
- Sam Enzer Speaks on Unchained Podcast, “Why These Lawyers Say It’s Over for SBF – But His Only Hail Mary Is to Testify.” 10.16.2023
- Sam Enzer to Speak at the 2023 USAO-EDNY, DOJ Fraud, NCET Cryptocurrency Fraud Seminar. 10.12.2023
- Sam Enzer Speaks on Unchained Podcast, “SBF’s Lawyers Could Be Annoying the Judge. How Might That Impact the Trial?” 10.10.2023
- Sam Enzer Featured on CNBC’s “Last Call” to Discuss Bankman-Fried Trial. 10.10.2023
- Brock Bosson Speaks on “Mastering Efficient Internal Investigations: Best Practices,” a webinar presented by Corporate Counsel Business Journal. 10.05.2023
- Sam Enzer Speaks on Unchained Podcast, “SBF Trial: How Sam Bankman-Fried’s Lawyers Might Try and Win His Case.” 10.03.2023
- Samson Enzer To Speak at the Fordham Law Blockchain Regulatory Symposium. 10.02.2023
- Michael B. Weiss and Kenneth Ritz to Present “Recent Developments in Trademark and Copyright Litigation.” 09.28.2023
- Juliana Obregon To Speak at SFNet’s 2023 Cross-Border Lending Summit. 09.21.2023
- Joel Kurtzberg To Speak on the Subtleties and Safe Zones of Off-Label Communications at ACI’s FDA Boot Camp. 09.21.2023
- Cahill Presents “District Energy & Cogeneration Projects in the U.S.” on September 13. 09.13.2023